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Circle if from scratch or a kit, and junior or senior age group.
Securely attach to exhibit in a manner that judges may write on.
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CLASS #

EXHIBITOR #

JUDGING CRITERIA & COMMENTS

CLASS NAME:

CLASS #

SCORING ()

Foods: Decorated Cakes

27_______

EXHIBITOR #

JUDGING CRITERIA & COMMENTS

SCORING ()

Complexity of Design: Decorative and original, design
suitable for cake shape, good proportion, suitable icing

Complexity of Design: Decorative and original, design
suitable for cake shape, good proportion, suitable icing

Color: Use and choice of compatible colors, harmony of
colors, appealing to senses

Color: Use and choice of compatible colors, harmony of
colors, appealing to senses

Craftmanship: cake is uniform shape and thickness, icing is
applied evenly and neatly providing good base for
decorations, design spacing is appropriate

Craftmanship: cake is uniform shape and thickness, icing is
applied evenly and neatly providing good base for
decorations, design spacing is appropriate

Difficulty of Technique: Mastery of skills and techniques
evident in neat application of icing & borders, precision in
use of equipment

Difficulty of Technique: Mastery of skills and techniques
evident in neat application of icing & borders, precision in
use of equipment

Overall Appearance: Attractive and appealing, clean
neat lines and decorations, uniformity of technique

Overall Appearance: Attractive and appealing, clean
neat lines and decorations, uniformity of technique
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1

2
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4

5

6

Placing:

1

2

Good

DEPARTMENT:

from scratch or a kit
Needs
Improvement

27_______

Junior or Senior

Excellent

CLASS NAME:

Good

Foods: Decorated Cakes
Excellent

DEPARTMENT:

from scratch or a kit
Needs
Improvement

Junior or Senior

3

4

5

6

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Comments:

Comments:

